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Abstract— Probe-based (active) measurements of packet
loss have formed the basis for much of our empirical under-
standing of loss behavior in wide area networks. Router-
based (passive) loss measurements via SNMP, while not
widely available, offer the potential for a more detailed per-
spective. In this paper we present a case study that quan-
titatively assesses and compares the viewpoints provided by
both of these methods for measuring packet loss. Our hy-
pothesis was that probe-based and router-based loss mea-
surements should correlate. We investigated this by first
comparing SNMP loss measurements on router interfaces
to those extracted from packet traces in a series of labora-
tory experiments. We found these two passive measures of
loss to be highly correlated. Next, we evaluated packet loss
data gathered over three weeks in a widely deployed infras-
tructure, using both backbone router interfaces for passive
measurements and co-located hosts that sent active probes
in a full mesh. We found little correlation between time se-
ries of passive, router-based measures of loss and active loss
probes for all of the paths in our measurement infrastruc-
ture. We also compared the distributional characteristics of
these loss measurements including lengths of loss free pe-
riods, loss rates during lossy periods, and measures of loss
constancy. We found the level of agreement between passive
measures and active measures for each of these characteris-
tics to be quite low. Deeper evaluation of our data indicated
that current methods for active probing for packet loss suf-
fer from high variance inherent in standard sampling tech-
niques and from effects of end-host interface loss, which we
also characterize in this work.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Packet loss due to congestion is a fundamental problem
in wide area packet switched networks. Great effort has
been spent to characterize and model this phenomenon and
to design protocols and networks that effectively avoid,
control and recover from packet loss. While progress has
certainly been made, packet loss and its effects on perfor-
mance remain a significant issue for network researchers,
system designers, and operators.

The evolution of network protocols and network sys-
tems has been influenced by basic, empirical studies of
packet loss behavior. A number of studies of have had sig-
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nificant effects in this regard. Two of the best examples of
protocols that have benefited directly from empirical ob-
servations of packet loss behavior are the NewReno [11]
and SACK [13] versions of TCP. However, the Internet is
a constantly changing environment, and this requires con-
tinued evaluation of important phenomena, such as packet
loss.

There are two basic methods for measuring packet loss,
each with its own set of challenges. The first uses pas-
sive monitors that can either be attached to network links
or are available from network nodes. A standard means
of passive monitoring is the set of Management Informa-
tion Base (MIB) counters available on network nodes via
the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) [5].
These counters track a wide range of activity including
packet losses due to congestion. The benefit of passive
monitoring systems is that they capture many of the im-
portant details of local traffic behavior, such as identifying
which subsystem within a router has become overloaded.
However, the cost for this detail is often high (e.g.,in terms
of data storage requirements) and access to links or routers
is frequently not possible across administrative domains.

The second means for measuring packet loss is through
active end-to-end probing. The simplest active probe used
to measure packet loss is theping utility. Like most ac-
tive probe tools,ping sends a series of packets aimed at
a target system within the network and measures the re-
sponse packets returned to the sending system1. Lost
packets are tracked by the sender through the use of se-
quence numbers. The benefits of active probes are that
they can be run from virtually anywhere in the network,
and that they give an end-to-end perspective of network
behavior. The difficulty is that the discrete nature of active
probing limits the resolution of the measurements (a stan-
dard problem in any measurement methodology based on
sampling). If more frequent probes are sent into the net-
work then resolution will increase, but if the frequency is
too high then the probes themselves can skew the results
(analogous to a voltmeterloading effect). Despite these
difficulties, active probing remains one of the most impor-
tant methods for gathering packet loss data.

1Some active probe tools areone-waywith a separate sender and re-
ceiver.
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In this paper we address the question, “do probe-based
and router-based measurements of packet loss correlate?”
To that end, this paper makes the following contributions:
• A quantitative assessment of the accuracy of SNMP
measurements of loss for a widely deployed backbone
router in a controlled laboratory environment.
• A case study of passive loss measurements taken via
SNMP in the Abilene/Internet2 backbone. To our knowl-
edge this is the first broad characterization of packet loss
via passive measurements in a live environment.
• A comparison of active loss probes with passive loss
measurements via SNMP taken in a live environment.

We examined the accuracy of SNMP loss measurements
in order to address common perceptions of the inaccuracy
of SNMP loss measurements. Using a series of controlled
laboratory experiments we found SNMP to be very accu-
rate in reporting loss. We then took router-based measure-
ments of packet loss via SNMP over three collection peri-
ods at all backbone routers in the Abilene/Internet2 infras-
tructure. We aggregated loss data from all interfaces along
each path in the full mesh of paths to obtain end-to-end
perspectives on loss behavior. We treated these measure-
ments as the baseline from which we compared a set of
active probes for loss taken simultaneously in the same in-
frastructure.

The active probing tool we used to measure loss is the
zing utility [12] which sends probe packets at exponen-
tially modulated intervals. This probing method should
provide unbiased, time-averaged data for loss conditions
along an end-to-end path [2]. We took one-way measure-
ments of packet loss by runningzing between nodes in
the GPS-enabled Surveyor infrastructure [17] that are di-
rectly connected to the Abilene backbone routers. This
enabled us to probe paths in a full mesh in this backbone
without the risk of being unable to account for packet loss
at intermediate routers. For our three measurement peri-
ods, we set the average probe rate to 10Hz, 20Hz, and
100Hz respectively, and then aggregated the measured loss
rates to compare with the SNMP data.

Instead of attempting to develop a single metric for com-
parison, we evaluated the degree of agreement between the
active measurements and the SNMP measurements in a
number of ways. First, we compared the correlation co-
efficients for the time series of loss rates for each end-
to-end path. Our results show that there is little corre-
lation between loss rates measured by active probes and
loss rates measured by SNMP. Next, we compared dis-
tributional characteristics of loss measurements for differ-
ent loss properties including lengths of loss-free periods,
loss rates during lossy periods, and measures ofloss con-
stancyas described in [22]. In each case we found a low

level of agreement between the distributions. This led to
our overall conclusion thatprobe-based and router-based
measures of loss can provide quite different perspectives.

There are a number of possible explanations for the lack
of agreement between the two types of measurements al-
though deeper investigation in this regard is left for future
work. One possibility is that the active probing process
could affect results. We experimented with the probe pro-
cess by comparing Poisson modulatedzing probes with
simpleping probes sent at the same rates aszing . We
found negligible difference between the two types of probe
processes. We attribute this lack of difference between
probe types to the low overall loss rates we observe in our
data. Another possible reason for poor correlation is that
there may be artifacts in our measurements that bias the
results. One such artifact is interface loss on the active
probe systems. We see examples of interface loss in our
data when there is a loss measured by the active probe but
no associated loss measured by SNMP. We attribute these
losses to the end-host network interface. We found occur-
rence of these losses to be rare, and after censoring them
from the data we still find very low correlation between
measurement methods. The most plausible explanation for
lack of correlation is that the sampling rates we employ in
our active measurements are too coarse to enable typical
loss episodes in this infrastructure to be measured accu-
rately. While three different probe rates were used in our
study, we found that correlation did not significantly im-
prove with faster probe rates. This is most likely due to
the fact that the overall loss rates as measured by SNMP
were so low that it would have required sampling via ac-
tive probes for very long periods of time before correla-
tions could have been established (see Section III-B.4 for
a more detailed discussion of this issue).

Our work has a number of implications. First, new ac-
tive probe methods for loss may be necessary to get a more
accurate picture of loss behavior in low loss environments
over short periods of time. Next, infrastructures that use
active probes for loss monitoring may need to consider
other means for collecting this data. Finally, our study
suggests that characterizations and models for packet loss
based on active measurements may need to be reevaluated
using data from new probing methodologies or from pas-
sive measurements.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion II we discuss work related to this study. Section III
presents the details of the data that we collected and eval-
uated in this work. In Section IV we present passive loss
characteristics and compare the active probe loss measure-
ments with the SNMP loss measurements to assess the de-
gree of agreement between the two. We summarize our
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study and discuss future work in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

To our knowledge there has been no prior work that at-
tempts to compare probe-based and router-based measure-
ments of packet loss. A study by Pasztor and Veitch iden-
tifies limitations in active measurements, and proposed an
infrastructure using the Global Positioning System (GPS)
(quite similar to Surveyor [17]) as a means for improving
accuracy of active probes [15]. Their work was validated
by comparing passive measurements of packet delaysat
end-hoststo delay measured by active probes, but did not
address the precision of loss measurements from the per-
spective of nodes in the network.

There have been many studies of packet loss behavior in
the Internet, but to our knowledge, none of these are based
on passive measurements. There are a number of passive
measurement projects in the wide area including one con-
ducted by Sprint [10] and another by AT&T [8]. Work by
Bolot [4] and Paxson [16] used active probe measurements
to establish much of the baseline for understanding packet
loss characteristics in the wide area. These characteristics
include correlation structures on fine time scales and typi-
cal loss rates. Yajniket al. evaluated correlation structure
on longer timescales and developed Markov models for
temporal dependence structures [21]. A study by Zhang
et al. assesses three different aspects ofconstancyin loss
rates in an infrastructure which has many similarities to
our own (many of the links traversed by their active probes
were in Internet2/Abilene) [22]. That work described an
important notion of a loss process called a “change free
period”, which is a period of time during which a loss rate
appears well-modeled as steady. We evaluated change free
periods in our data using the methods outlined in that pa-
per.

We usedzing to measure packet loss in one direction
in this study - see RFC 2680 for a description of the meth-
ods use by this tool [2].zing relies on coordinated end-
hosts which are not always available when taking active
measurements. Savage developed theSting[18] tool as a
means for solving this problem. Sting uses a clever scheme
for manipulating a TCP stream to measure packet lossin
both the forward and reverse directionfrom a single end
host. Another approach to active measurement of packet
loss is to use tomography to infer link-level loss rates [9],
[7]. In [9], Duffield et al. also discussed the difficulty of
acquiring passive link-level measurements and the use of
series of packets in active loss probes.

There are a number of widely deployed measurement
infrastructures which actively measure wide area network
characteristics [17], [3], [14]. These infrastructures use a

variety of active probe tools to measure loss, delay, con-
nectivity and routing from an end-to-end perspective. Of
these systems, only Surveyor can monitor individual nodes
within the network.

III. D ATA

A. Measurement Infrastructure

Our measurement infrastructure is unique in that it con-
sists of widely dispersed end-host measurement stations
as is typical in Internet measurement projects, and also in-
cludes production routers in the Abilene backbone of In-
ternet2 [1]. We send active probes across the full mesh
of end hosts co-located with the routers and collect one
way loss measurements at each host. We also periodically
query backbone routers via SNMP to collect router inter-
face counters.

Figure 1 depicts the topology of our infrastructure2. In
all cases but one (New York), our measurement hosts are
directly connected to a backbone router. In three cases
(Sunnyvale, Cleveland, Washington D.C.), we do not have
measurement hosts. In the case of the New York backbone
router, there are two hops from the measurement host to
the router. In total, we take end-to-end probe measure-
ments from eight hosts (comprising 56 distinct paths) and
collect SNMP interface data from eleven routers (roughly
30 interfaces.)
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Fig. 1. Map of Abilene backbone nodes (sources of router-
based data) and co-located Surveyor nodes used to take ac-
tive probe measurements.

The end hosts each run BSD/OS version 3.1. Six of the
eight hosts have ATM OC-3 (155Mbps) interfaces directly
connected to the backbone routers using Fore (Marconi)
200e ATM network interface cards. The remaining two
hosts (New York and Houston) are connected to the back-
bone routers via 100Mbps Ethernet. The reason for distin-

2The only Abilene backbone router absent from the picture is in
Chicago, which we exclude from our study.
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guishing these two types of connections is that the routers
under study process incoming packets differently in each
case. Data arriving on an ATM interface may take a “fast
path” through the router, while data arriving on an Ethernet
interface takes the “slow path” in all cases. This difference
is discussed further below.

The routers are Cisco 12008 Gigabit Switch Routers
(GSRs). The GSRs run a variant of IOS version 123.
All backbone links are OC-48 (2.4Gbps), except for the
link between Seattle and Sunnyvale, which is OC-12
(622Mbps.) Link utilizations over the period of our study
averaged 12%, 8%, and 7% for the 10Hz, 20Hz, and
100Hz measurement periods, respectively. Standard de-
viations for these periods were 11%, 5%, and 4%. Regard-
ing the representativeness of data collected in this environ-
ment, we ascribe to the argument made by Zhanget al. in
[22] which states that while Abilene’s performance is “not
likely to be representative of the commercial Internet, we
might plausibly argue that our observations could apply
fairly well to the better connected commercial Internet of
the not-too-distant future, if not today.”

B. Data Collection

The data we present and analyze in this paper was col-
lected over the three periods of April 24, 2002 to May
8, 2002 (10Hz probes), July 24, 2002 to July 31, 2002
(20Hz probes), and August 8, 2002 to August 9, 2002
(100Hz probes). Due to the immense amount of data gen-
erated from the 100Hz measurements, this data was only
collected for two days. In this section we describe the
specifics of data collection for the active measurements
and for the routers.

B.1 SNMP Router Interface Data

Our router interface data was collected through a pro-
cess which queried backbone link interface MIBs every 30
seconds. Ingress and egress packet counts, interface drop
counts and error counts were collected from counters in the
MIB-II ifTable and ifXTable . In addition, a Cisco
enterprise MIB that gives more complete information on
interface drop counts was polled. For each measurement,
we also noted the last interface change time stamp avail-
able in the MIB-II ifTable and the operational and ad-
ministrative statuses to prevent collection of invalid data
and to aid in detection of counter wrap-around.

The reason we must poll the Cisco-specific MIB is that
the ifInDiscards entry in the MIB-II ifTable only

3The specific versions of IOS on the GSRs are a mix 12.0S and
12.0ST. Build revisions are mostly the same for each subversion S and
ST at 21 and 19, respectively. The primary difference between the two
revisions is that the ST subversion contains support for MPLS.

counts one type of packet discard which can happen on
input4. Inexplicably, output counts do not have this limita-
tion. While we do not have detailed categorization of the
causes of dropped packets, such as can be obtained from
the IOS show interface command, we have com-
plete identification of packets which are dropped at a given
router interface. See Appendix A for more details on MIB
loss counters in a GSR.

Polling the MIBs more often than 30 seconds yields di-
minishing returns. Besides increasing router CPU load, the
MIBs are not updated in real time. Individual interfaces
propagate local counters to the main processor module ap-
proximately every 10 seconds. We decided on 30 seconds
as a compromise between increased load on routers and
sufficiently detailed data.

Using the SNMP-based loss rates measured at each
router, we calculated the loss rates for paths with mul-
tiple hops using a union of loss probabilities. Specifi-
cally, we calculated loss rateL for a multi-hop pathp
of length n interfaces for a given 30 second period as
Lp = 1 −

∏n
i=1(1 − li/ti) whereli is the sum of pack-

ets lost during a 30 second period at interfacei andti is
the sum of packets transmitted and packets lost at the same
interface during the same period. The combination of the
physical interface layout in Abilene and periodic tracer-
outes enabled us to easily establish input and output inter-
faces for the full mesh of paths.

This calculation assumes independence of loss events at
each hop in the path. Since there is no simple solution for
proving independence, we argue that it is a reasonable as-
sumption in a highly engineered network like Abilene. We
appeal to the intuition that it is unlikely that a single flow
or even a small group of flows will cause correlated con-
gestion losses at two points on a path. We calculated cor-
relation coefficients for both loss periods and loss rates on
all multi-hop paths. We found all coefficients very tightly
bunched around zero. While this result does not prove in-
dependence, it is consistent with our assumption of inde-
pendence.

B.2 Evaluation of SNMP Data

In order to effectively compare probe-based and router-
based measurements of packet loss, we experimentally
evaluated the packet loss counters as implemented in Cisco
IOS running on the GSR platform. It is important to
question the precision of counters obtained from a rather
opaque source, such as from a backbone-class Internet

4The ifInDiscards counter in MIB-II counts input drops due to
lack of buffers, which is distinctly different than lack of input queue
space. We have to consult a Cisco interface table in order to obtain
input queue drops.
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router. Common lore, supported by literature in the net-
working community (e.g., [19]), holds that MIB counters
are of dubious quality depending on the vendor and on the
particular unit.

Using the hardware configuration shown in Figure 2(a),
we performed three experiments to test the accuracy of the
same MIB variables used in our wide-area measurements.
We generate traffic from a Spirent AX4000 traffic gener-
ator on an OC-12 interface. This OC-12 terminates at a
Cisco GSR 120125 and the traffic is routed back to the
AX4000 over an OC-3. The constraint of going from an
OC-12 to an OC-3 forms the bottleneck over which packet
loss can be generated. Both links are Packet-Over-SONET,
as in Internet2. In each direction, we use optical splitters
and connect one image of the light stream to an Endace
DAG3.5 capture card. By tuning the packet emission pa-
rameters at the AX4000, we can generate varying degrees
of packet loss at the router. We compare the loss coun-
ters at the router with the two packet traces captured at the
DAG cards. In essence, we validate one passive measure-
ment with another. The key is that we have clear visibility
into the traces produced from the capture cards. As with
our wide-area measurements, we aggregate measurements
into 30 second sample intervals.

Our three experiments consist of loss regimes created
with the AX4000 to generate approximately 1%, 0.1%,
and 0.01% packet loss. We uniformly use 256 byte packets
(264 with link-layer framing) and generate packet bursts
of varying sizes such that the combination of the average
inter-burst time and the average burst length create the de-
sired loss rate. Each experiment is two hours long.

Table I gives correlation coefficients obtained by com-
paring time series of SNMP loss measurements and mea-
surements obtained from the DAG cards for the three ex-
periments. Note that as loss rate decreases, correlation in-
creases. Lower correlation at higher loss rates is primarily
an artifact of edge conditions due to the sampling interval.
Figure 2(b) qualitatively shows DAG and SNMP measure-
ment correlation for the 0.1% loss experiment. Over the
course of the experiment, the SNMP and DAG measures
are well aligned. From these experiments we conclude that
these counters are implemented with a high degree of ac-
curacy.

B.3 Active Probe Data

Our active measurement data was collected using a
modified version of thezing utility installed in end hosts
in Abilene. We sent 256 byte probes at exponentially dis-

5The difference between a Cisco 12008, the GSR model in Internet2,
and a 12012 is the number of interface cards that the chassis can ac-
commodate.

tributed intervals with means of 100ms, 50ms, and 10ms
(for 10Hz, 20Hz, and 100Hz probes, respectively.) In anal-
ysis, we refer to these traces aszing traces. In parallel,
we sent 256 byte probes with uniform spacing. This uni-
form probing methodology is essentially the same as the
ubiquitous toolping (though in our case, probe packets
flow in only one direction). The probes are sent continu-
ously over each data collection period.

We had to modifyzing because we were unable to
use the packet filter capability6 of the utility due to practi-
cal limitations of the kernels installed on the measurement
hosts with ATM interface cards. We also modifiedzing
to facilitate data storage in files of reasonable size.

In addition to running probes for packet loss, we took
traceroute measurements across the full mesh of end
hosts every 10 minutes. This data enabled us to determine
the sets of router interfaces that were encountered along
each end-to-end path in our mesh. The loss data from spe-
cific sets of interfaces was then compared with active mea-
surement traces between end hosts. Sincetraceroute
only reports the ingress interface to a given router (i.e., as
a packet exits a link), we used knowledge of the physical
Internet2 backbone layout to consider the other end of the
link for SNMP loss calculation7. Since our study was con-
ducted in the backbone of Internet2, routes were extremely
stable. For example, in the 10Hz data set, there were 122
unique paths observed, yielding 66 route changes. These
changes were confined to a three day period - all happened
at around 4am UTC at the Denver router. The regularity
and specificity of the changes led us to believe that this
was a standard maintenance activity on the Denver router.

Because we cannot use packet filters at our end hosts,
we had no way to determine whether measured loss was
due to events internal to the network (uncounted in our
router measurements), or at an endpoint. We could not
differentiate end host OS buffer overruns or network in-
terface drops (transmission loss) from loss due to network
congestion. We can (and did), however, detect interface er-
rors by periodically runningnetstat on end hosts. We
return to this issue in our data analysis.

To compare ourzing andping traces with the SNMP
data, we aggregated the probe traces in intervals of 30 sec-
onds to match the SNMP query frequency. The result is

6Packet filters are in-kernel mechanisms that applications can use for
receiving (or less typically, sending) packets at link-layer, thus avoid-
ing any higher-layer protocol processing. Pertinent to our study, they
allow an application to find out whether packets have been dropped in
the kernel due to buffer limits. Packet filtering capability must be com-
piled into a kernel, and their use commonly requires executive (“root”)
privileges.

7The information on the static physical interface layout is openly
available from the Abilene NOC [1]
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Fig. 2. Laboratory evaluation of accuracy of SNMP router-based loss measurements.

TABLE I
CORRELATION BETWEENSNMP AND DAG LOSSMEASUREMENTS

Experiment 1% Loss 0.1% Loss 0.01% Loss
Coefficient of Correlation 0.73 0.84 0.99

that we have comparable time series at the possible cost
of insight into events on smaller time scales for the probe-
based measurements. This aggregation causes our analysis
to be conservative when reportingloss eventsin the sense
that even if they are measured both by SNMP and by an
active probe in the same interval, it appears that the active
probe has detected the congestion loss event.

B.4 Statistical Issues in Probe-based Measurements of
Packet Loss

A fundamental statistical technique for obtaining an un-
biased estimate of the average state of a random process is
to sample at exponentially distributed intervals. An exten-
sion of this approach to queueing systems resulted in the
well-known Poisson Arrivals See Time Averages (PASTA)
theorem [20]. The theorem, in essence, states that expo-
nentially distributed arrivals at a queue will “see” the av-
erage state of the system. This theorem is the basis of a
technique for active measurement of packet loss [2], and is
the method we employed.

Let Xt be a binary process with states describing
whether a packet is lost due to congestion (1) or not (0).
We are interested in estimatingp = Pr(Xt = 1). Sam-
pling n times at Poisson intervals, we obtain̄Xn, the aver-
age of then samples. Thus the expected valueE(X̄n) =

Pr(Xt = 1) = p. As the number of samplesn → ∞,
X̄n → p. Note that this estimatemay have a very large
variance, namelyV ar(X̄n) ≈ p

n . For the standard devia-
tion to be approximately0.1p, we needn ≈ 100

p . Thus, for

average loss rates on the order of10−4, we needn ≈ 106

samples.

This simple analysis has a number of very important
practical implications. For much lower loss rates than the
example above, say10−7 (not uncommon in a highly en-
gineered network like Abilene), even with a relatively fast
probe rate of 100Hz we must send probes for nearly 4
months to get an accurate projection of loss rates! Fur-
thermore, if we simply decide to increase our probe rate in
order to reduce the time required, we are inevitably forced
to make trade-offs because of increasing bandwidth con-
sumption from probe traffic and the potential for skewing
the loss measurements. Finally, probe packet size may
play a role in probe measurement accuracy since certain
routers implement queuing and buffering in different ways.
As stated in the introduction, the issue of sampling rate
versus loss process is our primary conjecture for the poor
correlation results reported in the next section. We do not
attempt to offer a set of guidelines for managing the trade-
offs between sampling rate, sample volume and accuracy
of active measurements for packet loss in this paper.
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IV. RESULTS

The first step in our analysis is a qualitative comparison
of loss rates for the SNMP and probe measures. We follow
this assessment by comparing four distributional charac-
teristics of our data: loss rates, lengths of loss-free periods,
loss rates during lossy periods, and loss constancy (based
on the notion of change free periods).

In each of our analyses, we first explore the character-
istics of packet loss measured at routers over all our paths
to provide an understanding of the baseline to which the
probe data is compared. To our knowledge, this is the
first discussion of wide area loss based on SNMP mea-
surements. Next, we look at the distributional characteris-
tic for all loss measures (SNMP,zing andping ) along a
“canonical path.” Finally, we quantify the degree of distri-
butional agreement betweenzing and the router counters
and betweenping and the router counters using theχ2

goodness-of-fit test with 9 degrees of freedom8.
We chose the path from Indianapolis to Los Angeles

as our canonical path. Our choice was completely arbi-
trary, but is qualitatively representative of other paths un-
der study. We also note that the end points of our canonical
path have direct ATM interfaces to routers. This choice
is also arbitrary since we do not see fundamental dif-
ferences between loss measurements taken between hosts
connected by ATM or by Ethernet.

A. Qualitative Comparison

In Figures 3(a), 3(c), and 3(e) we show time series
graphs for the router,zing , andping data for the canon-
ical path. Note that the y-axis is log scale.

Qualitatively,zing andping largely overestimate the
lost packets counted by the router interfaces. What is im-
portant to note in these graphs is the lower bound of loss
rate measured by active probes when we group measure-
ments into sample intervals for the purpose of time series
analysis (where lower bound is defined as measuring a sin-
gle loss event within a specified time interval). This bound
is a function of the probe rate and the time interval con-
sidered. For example, with our mean probe rate of 10Hz,
we sent an average of 300 packets per 30 second sample
interval. This set the effective lower bound on loss at a rate
of 0.003. For a probe rate of 100Hz, this bound is reduced
by an order of magnitude. However, the effective lower
bound for SNMP was much lower than that. Assuming an

8We arbitrarily chose 9 degrees of freedom as a level which con-
servatively favors finding agreement between two distributions. While
other measures of agreement between distributions such as relative en-
tropy could have been employed, our objective was to make a straight-
forward quantitative comparisons while at the same time demonstrating
details of the distributional characteristics.

average packet size of 300 bytes, the minimum loss rate
over a 30 second period for an OC-48 (2.4 × 109 bps) is
roughly 3 × 10−8 which is substantially lower than what
can be measured by the active probes9.

To estimate the effect of transmission loss due to net-
work interface drops we compared the raw data with a
“filtered” set. We created this data set from the raw data
by removing the losses reported byzing or ping that
were not reported by router interfaces during each 30 sec-
ond sample interval10. Filtered results of the same path
are shown in Figures 3(b), 3(d), and 3(f). From the fil-
tered data, we notice that the active probes appear to miss
many of the loss events recorded by the router. However,
the time scale over which the active probes were taken still
effectively overestimated the loss rate during intervals of
loss.

There was an apparent periodicity of loss events occur-
ring once per hour present in the 100Hz traces, shown in
Figures 3(e) and 3(f). There were no significant back-
ground tasks running on the measurement hosts, and the
periodicity did not appear in our traces with lower probe
frequencies. Furthermore, due to the tremendous amount
of data generated we did not initiate download during the
100Hz experiments. We conclude that these figures starkly
reveal the effect of transmission loss due to interface drops
and do not reflect congestion at a router.

Rows 1 and 2 of Table II help further quantify the effects
of transmission loss due interface drops. While the over-
all loss rate was very low for both raw and filtered data
sets, the loss rate of the filtered data was often an order-of-
magnitude lower, and occasionally zero. This highlights
the shortcomings of active probing for loss even if inter-
face drops could be completely avoided.

B. Loss Rates

In analysis to follow, we compare the SNMP data with
the rawzing andping traces from the 20Hz data set.
Our reason for continued analysis of the raw data is that
many active probing studies have suffered the same restric-
tion of inability to use packet filters to measure interface
or operating system buffer drops. Active probe measure-
ments are often taken at remote sites that have volunteered
to assist in a particular study, but normally do not grant
executive privileges required to use packet filters.

9We see minimum loss rates measured by SNMP on the order of
10−9. These measurements are consistent with the average packet sizes
computed from other MIB variables collected during the same sample
intervals.

10While it could be the case that congestion loss occurred at the router
that was measured by the active probe and not by the router counters,
we do not consider this to be a significant possibility based on our ex-
periments in§III-B.2.
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(b) 10Hz Probes - Filtered Data
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(c) 20Hz Probes - Raw Data
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(d) 20Hz Probes - Filtered Data
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(e) 100Hz Probes - Raw Data
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(f) 100hz Probes - Filtered Data

Fig. 3. Qualitative comparison of loss rates on the Indianapolis to Los Angeles canonical path for each of the raw data sets. Filtered
data sets only show active probe events when there was a loss event measured at a router in the corresponding sample interval.
The difference between raw and filtered data indicates the effects of transmission loss due to interface drops.
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TABLE II
SUMMARY STATISTICS FORCANONICAL PATH

Data Set 10Hz 20Hz 100Hz
µ σ µ σ µ σ

Loss Rate (raw) SNMP 4.1× 10−8 2.4× 10−6 4.2× 10−10 2.9× 10−8 5.2× 10−10 2.4× 10−9

ZING 5.9× 10−5 3.5× 10−3 2.8× 10−5 6.7× 10−4 9.9× 10−6 1.2× 10−4

PING 5.9× 10−5 3.8× 10−3 3.4× 10−5 7.5× 10−4 1.1× 10−5 1.3× 10−5

Loss Rate (filtered) SNMP 4.1× 10−8 2.4× 10−6 4.2× 10−10 2.9× 10−8 5.2× 10−10 2.4× 10−9

ZING 0 0 8.2× 10−7 1.2× 10−4 0 0
PING 0 0 3.0× 10−6 2.1× 10−4 3.0× 10−6 7.2× 10−5

Loss-Free Periods (raw) SNMP 1.4× 102 1.8× 105 1.9× 101 1.5× 103 6.2× 100 4.4× 101

(seconds) ZING 5.0× 102 6.4× 105 3.2× 102 6.2× 104 1.4× 102 2.9× 103

PING 4.6× 102 6.5× 105 2.6× 102 4.8× 104 1.5× 102 5.0× 103

Loss Periods (raw) SNMP 3.6× 10−3 3.4× 10−3 1.6× 10−8 6.7× 10−14 7.6× 10−9 1.4× 10−16

ZING 2.8× 10−2 5.3× 10−3 9.0× 10−3 6.5× 10−5 1.4× 10−3 2.0× 10−7

PING 2.6× 10−2 5.9× 10−3 9.0× 10−3 6.6× 10−5 1.7× 10−3 3.2× 10−8

Change-Free Period SNMP 2.4× 105 2.7× 1011 1.2× 106 0 8.6× 104 0
Duration (raw) ZING 1.2× 106 0 2.4× 103 3.1× 107 1.2× 103 4.6× 106

(seconds) PING 1.2× 106 0 4.1× 103 1.3× 109 1.3× 103 7.1× 106

Number of Change-Free SNMP 5 1 1
Periods (raw) ZING 1 511 75

PING 1 299 65

We first considered loss rate distributions for each mea-
surement, including all intervals regardless of whether loss
occurred or not. Figure 4(a) shows distributions of loss for
all 56 paths for the SNMP data. Figure 4(b) shows the
distribution of loss rates for SNMP,zing andping (raw
data) over the canonical path. We used a complementary
cumulative distribution function to highlight the upper tail.
Note that the loss rates reported in Table II (rows 1 and 2)
appear to be below the minimum discussed above. These
loss rates considerall sample intervals, some of which are
0, thus pushing the average below the practical minimum
for a given sample interval.

Next, we calculated the correlation coefficients for each
path between router-based measures and each of the probe
traces, and constructed corresponding cumulative distribu-
tion functions. Figure 5 shows that for both the raw and
filtered traces, correlation is generally poor. The traces re-
sponsible for much of the positive correlation suffered lit-
tle or no loss. Another feature to note is that neitherzing
norping have distinct correlational advantages.

C. Loss-Free Periods

A loss-free period is defined as the maximum number
of consecutive 30 second sample intervals during which
no loss is measured. Another way of understanding this
measure is to think in terms of loss event interarrival times.

Figure 6(a) shows the cumulative distributions of loss-
free periods for all paths measured by SNMP. For some
paths, it appears that losses occurred frequently, and with
apparent regularity. For other paths, however, losses oc-
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Fig. 5. Cumulative distribution of correlation coefficients be-
tween router-based and probe-based measures of loss rates
for all paths taken during the 20Hz probe period.

curred infrequently. This wide variety of loss interarrival
times poses a challenge for determining how to best con-
duct active network measurements for loss while introduc-
ing a minimum level of probe traffic into the network.

Figure 6(b) shows the cumulative distributions of loss-
free periods for each measurement method along the
canonical path. The key feature to notice is that losses
were more closely spaced in time as measured by the
routers than byzing or ping .

Figure 7 shows the cumulative distributions of theχ2

goodness-of-fit statistic forzing and SNMP, and for
ping and SNMP. We also plotted vertical lines indicat-
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Fig. 4. Complementary cumulative distributions of loss rates in 30 second sample intervals for all router-based measurements (a)
and probe-based measurements on the canonical path (b) taken during the 20Hz probe period.)
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Fig. 6. Cumulative distributions of the number of consecutive 30 second sample intervals that are loss free for all paths using
SNMP router-based measurements (a) and probe-based measurements on the canonical path (b) taken during the 20Hz probe
period.

ing the 95% and 1% acceptance levels11. Note that the
x-axis is plotted on a log scale. It is immediately clear that
even at the 1% acceptance level,zing andping were not
good fits to the distribution of loss-free periods measured
by SNMP.

D. Loss Periods

Next, we assessed the loss rates measured only dur-
ing the 30 second intervals over which packet loss was
detected. Figure 8(a) plots cumulative distributions of

11Theχ2 goodness-of-fit test is a hypothesis testing procedure. A fit
hypothesis is accepted at a given confidence level if theχ2 metric is
less than theχ2 distribution value with specified degrees of freedom

loss rates during these loss periods for all paths using the
SNMP router-based traces. From the figure, we observe a
wide range of loss rates measured by SNMP. This range
again poses a challenge for designing how best to actively
measure packet loss.

For the canonical path, Figure 8(b) shows thatzing
andping experienced very different loss rates than were
measured by routers via SNMP. The lower bound on loss
rate measurable by the probes (because of the sampling
rate) is obvious from the curves, and for this pathzing
andping measured similar loss rates12.

12For the 100Hz loss period average shown in Table II (row 4), note
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Fig. 7. Cumulative distribution of correlation coefficients be-
tween router-based and probe-based measures of loss-free
periods for all paths taken during the 20Hz probe period.

We do not plot the results for theχ2 test on loss period
distributions. The reason is that the test falsely indicates
that the loss periods measured byzing and byping are
good fits to the SNMP measurement. The reason for this is
simple if we consider the effect of binning when comput-
ing the statistic: if we use 10 bins and the maximum loss
rate measured is more than 1%, almost all of the measured
values for all three data sets will fall in the lowest bins (re-
call Figure 3(c) and Table II), thus giving a (false) positive
indication for goodness of fit with high confidence.

E. Change Free Periods

Finally, we compared how loss constancy is measured
by probes versus the loss constancy measured along a path
of router interfaces. We used the notion ofchange free pe-
riods, as described in [22]. In that work, a time series was
defined as “a series of piece-wise steady regions delineated
by change points. With a parameterized family of models
(e.g. Poisson processes with some rate), a time series in a
change free period (CFP) is modeled by a particular value
of the parameter.” As such, the task of identifying CFP’s
is reduced to identify change points.

We used the bootstrapping method for generating
change points. As noted in [22], this method is conser-
vative in the sense that it is more likely to miss actual
change points and thus overestimate the duration of steady
regions. An area for future work would be to explore other
methods for finding change points in the router-based data.

Figure 9(a) shows cumulative distributions of the du-
ration of change free periods for all paths measured using
router-based SNMP traces. Analogous to Figure 6(a), it in-
dicates that there was a wide range of durations over which

that this very low average loss rate of7.6 × 10−9 implies an average
packet size of approximately 68 bytes.

path loss was steady. There were a number of paths for
which conditions did not change for days, and there were
also a number of paths on which loss conditions changed
with much higher frequency.

Figure 9(b), showing cumulative distributions of the du-
ration of change free periods for the canonical path, indi-
cates thatzing andping both experienced high propor-
tions of short durations of steady loss rates. The view of
constancy seen through the router interfaces for this par-
ticular path, however, is that the loss rate was steady over
the entire collection period.

Figure 10 plots the cumulative distribution of theχ2

statistic for comparing change free periods seen byzing
and SNMP andping and SNMP across all paths. Verti-
cal lines are plotted indicating the 95% and 1% acceptance
levels. Clearly, neitherzing nor ping are good fits with
the router measurements.

Finally, we plotted the cumulative distribution for the
number of change free periods for all the SNMP traces, all
thezing traces, and all theping traces in Figure 11. Im-
mediately, we notice that there were many fewer change
points measured by the router interfaces across all paths.
Comparing Figure 11 with Figure 9(a), we infer that there
were fewer numbers of change free regions of short dura-
tion recorded by the routers, and more, rather long regions
of constancy. Our data indicates thatzing andping , in
contrast to the routers, tended to measure more change free
periods of short durations.

V. CONCLUSIONS ANDFUTURE WORK

In this paper, we present a comparison of active and pas-
sive measurements of packet loss. Our study is based on
measurements taken in a laboratory and in the wide area
over a total of three weeks using the Surveyor infrastruc-
ture and the Internet2/Abilene backbone. We gathered pas-
sive packet loss data from Abilene backbone routers via
SNMP in 30 second intervals. We usedzing to actively
probe for loss at rates of 10Hz, 20Hz, and 100Hz, and then
aggregated these values into 30 second intervals to assess
how well the two measures correlate with each other. Our
comparison considers the degree of correlation between
loss rate time series and the degree of agreement between
distributions of loss characteristics including lengths of
loss free periods, loss rates during loss periods, and the
duration of change free regions.

Our laboratory results demonstrate the accuracy of pas-
sive SNMP measurements on the equipment used in this
study. Our wide area SNMP measurements are the first of
their kind to be reported and show that loss rates as mea-
sured by active probes are not well correlated with those
measured by SNMP. We also show that the distributions
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Fig. 8. Cumulative distributions of loss rates for sample intervals with loss for all paths using SNMP router-based measurements
(a) and probe-based measurements on the canonical path (b) taken during the 20Hz probe period.
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Fig. 9. Cumulative distributions of change free periods for all paths using SNMP router-based measurements (a) and probe-based
measurements on the canonical path (b) taken during the 20Hz probe period.

of values for loss free periods, loss rates during loss pe-
riods, and the duration of change free regions as seen by
active probes do not align closely with the distributions of
the same values as seen by SNMP.

We also evaluated the differences between loss rates as
measured by the Poisson modulatedzing tool and the
more simpleping utility which sends out probes at con-
stant intervals. At least for the low loss rates seen in our
measurement infrastructure,ping provides qualitatively
the same level of accuracy aszing .

We conjecture that the lack of correlation between pas-
sive and active loss measurements is due to the difficulties
in sampling very low loss rates. Our next step will be to in-
vestigate this conjecture in a controlled laboratory setting.

Should this theory prove to be true, then we plan to investi-
gate new methods for probing that are both lightweight and
have the ability to detect loss over shorter time frames.
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APPENDIX

A. PACKET LOSS IN A CISCO GSR

In this appendix, we provide some detail on how pack-
ets are actually lost inside the GSRs from an operational
perspective, and for understanding the meaning and limi-
tations of our router-based measurements.

Tracing the lifetime of a packet through a GSR [6], the
packet may be dropped in the following areas:
Burst buffer: Upon arrival at an interface, the packet is
copied into a “burst buffer” of size2 × MTU where it
awaits input buffer allocation. The primary cause for this
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type of drop is the inability of the physical interface mod-
ule to allocate buffer space in a timely manner. This situ-
ation can occur with an extremely heavy volume of small
packets. Actual buffer space may exist, but it cannot be
acquired fast enough.
Input queue drop: In deciding the output interface for a
packet, the GSR attempts to make a routing decision in
an interface interrupt handler using a cached exact match.
This fast path routing decision is the most common path
packets take through a Cisco GSR. Packets which cannot
be routed using this fast path logic are queued on input
awaiting slower processing by the main router processing
module. If this input queue exceeds the configured size,
packets are dropped. All packets bound for the router itself
must take this slow path. Additionally, packets arriving on
some interfaces invariably take the slow path. Notably, this
slow path is taken for packets arriving on 100Mbps Ether-
net interfaces, and other interfaces with relatively slow line
rates. The Cisco GSR also employs virtual output queue-
ing to avoid head-of-line blocking. After a fast-path deci-
sion is made, a packet is queued in a virtual output queue
awaiting transmission across the internal switching fabric.
Drops may occur if this virtual output queue is full. These
losses cannot be distinguished from other types of input
queue drops.
No input buffers: Lack of a properly sized input buffer
can cause a packet to be dropped. This drop can occur
either on the slow path or fast path of routing decision.
Switching fabric: Internal switching fabric congestion
can result in packet loss internal to the router.
Output queue drop:This type of loss is the archetypal sit-
uation of congestion in a statistically multiplexed packet
switched network. The output line rate is less than the ag-
gregated input source rates. Packets are queued awaiting
transmission and are dropped when the output queue is full
according to an algorithm such as drop-tail or RED.

Of the above, the only type of drop we cannot mea-
sure through SNMP is loss due to congestion in the in-
ternal router switching fabric. This type of loss detection
requires debugging capability to the router and cannot be
gathered from SNMP. Losses of this type are thought to be
very rare, although we were not able to find a means for
quantifying this phenomenon.


